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Abstract
1. The concept of vulnerability as the combination of exposure, sensitivity and adap‐
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tive capacity to a stressor is gaining traction outside of the climate realm, opening
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critical notions that underpin vulnerability have yet to be integrated into its ap‐
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new avenues to address contemporary sustainability issues more holistically. Yet,
plication to natural resource management and non‐climatic stressors. In particular,
the way generic and stressor‐specific facets of vulnerability interact and can in‐
form decision‐makers about how interventions combine and/or trade‐off remains
unexplored.
2. Here, we investigate the salience of the generic/specific framing in the context
of Chilean artisanal fishing communities engaged in rights‐based co‐management
and experiencing pressures from two stressors: poaching and market volatility.
Specifically, we draw on market data combined with socio‐economic surveys con‐
ducted with 446 members and leaders from 42 fisher unions to quantitatively
investigate potential trade‐offs and synergies between facets of vulnerability to
poaching and markets.
3. Generic adaptive capacity (i.e. flexibility, assets, learning, organization and agency)
likely facilitated stressor‐specific adaptive capacities to both stressors. High lev‐
els of specific adaptive capacity to one stressor neither increased exposure nor
undermined specific adaptive capacity to the other stressor. However, adaptive
capacity did not translate into exposure reduction as expected, suggesting that
adaptation barriers may prevent fishers from mobilizing adaptive capacity into
effective adaptive action.
4. This study illustrates how breaking down vulnerability into generic and specific
facets can help us better anticipate important trade‐offs and synergies in man‐
agement interventions. More generally, it highlights the potential of the climate
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adaptation and vulnerability literatures in informing place‐based management of
natural resources.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

and its dimensions. Generic facets are a core set of determinants that
make people more (or less) vulnerable across a multitude of stress‐

Increasingly, communities around the world are experiencing a

ors. At the community scale, they are generally related to structural

wide array of interwoven socio‐economic and biophysical changes,

properties within societies, with examples such as assets, social or‐

including shifting market conditions, governance transforma‐

ganization or flexibility (Cinner et al., 2018; Eakin & Lemos, 2006).

tions, environmental degradation and climate change (Cottrell et

These contrast with specific facets that reflect the conditions and

al., 2019; O'Brien & Leichenko, 2000; Scheffers et al., 2016). Yet,

factors enabling people or communities to confront a particular

when communities are exposed to multiple stressors, identifying

stressor. In the context of climate change, these are elements critical

synergistic leverage points, and avoiding antagonistic ones, is criti‐

for effective risk management such as the use of local low‐yielding

cal to effectively reduce vulnerability—that is, the degree to which

but climatically robust plant varieties (Eakin, Perales, Appendini, &

an entity is likely to experience harm as a result of exposure, sen‐

Sweeney, 2014), diversification of resource or livelihood portfo‐

sitivity and adaptive capacity to a driver of change (IPCC, 2001;

lios (Cline, Schindler, & Hilborn, 2017), or flood dikes (Næss, Bang,

2007; Adger, 2006).

Eriksen, & Vevatne, 2005).

The concept of vulnerability has contributed to an emerging

Understanding how generic and specific facets of vulnerability

body of research and practice built on managing social–ecological

interact can reveal key avenues to sustainability and help avoid re‐

systems more holistically. Although developed by the linked litera‐

dundant or conflicting interventions (Eriksen & Brown, 2011). While

tures of risk and hazard, political ecology, and resilience to address

sustainable adaptation to a particular stressor requires high levels

issues about risks and potential impacts of climate‐related stressors

of both generic and specific adaptive capacities (Eakin, Lemos, &

(Adger, 2006; Eakin & Luers, 2006; Kasperson, Kasperson, & Turner,

Nelson, 2014), avoiding trade‐offs between these two facets re‐

2005; Turner et al., 2003), vulnerability has recently been applied

mains a key challenge. Weak institutions and poverty (i.e. low ge‐

to other key themes of the contemporary sustainability discourse.

neric adaptive capacity) can for instance undermine or prevent

The vulnerability construct has, for example, been operationalized

proactive risk management locally (i.e. specific adaptive capacity).

in the context of globalization, based on a convergence of language

Conversely, building generic capacity does not automatically guar‐

and approaches between climate and economic changes (Leichenko

antee that people will adapt effectively. Indeed, communities may

& O’Brien, 2002; O’Brien & Leichenko, 2000; O’Brien et al., 2004).

be too reliant on these generic safety nets and become complacent,

Likewise, the incorporation of vulnerability perspectives with ideas

may not perceive the need to invest in stressor‐specific capacity,

from commons scholarship has provided practical insights to address

or may be unable to mobilize their capacity into effective action

problems surrounding management changes (Chen & Lopez‐Carr,

due to adaptation barriers (Adger & Barnett, 2009; Barnett et al.,

2014; Chen, López‐Carr, & Walker, 2014; Tilley & López‐Angarita,

2015; Eakin & Bojórquez‐Tapia, 2008; Lemos et al., 2013; Næss et

2016) and resource exploitation (Thiault et al., 2018a; 2018b). The

al., 2005; Pomeroy, Ferrer, & Pedrajas, 2017; Saldaña‐Zorrilla, 2008).

momentum around the possibility for managing vulnerability by tar‐

Further, adaptation strategies aiming at reducing vulnerability to

geting each dimension (i.e. reducing exposure, decreasing sensitivity,

one stressor may also influence vulnerability to other stressors

building adaptive capacity, or a combination of those) has opened an

(McDowell & Hess, 2012) because it can increase exposure to new

exciting space for managers and policy makers to contribute towards

stressors, or erode or redistribute means available for other specific

more integrated management of social‐ecological systems.

adaptation (Bacon, Sundstrom, Stewart, & Beezer, 2017; Belliveau,

Despite the important potential of this emerging body of work,

Smit, & Bradshaw, 2006; Roncoli, Ingram, & Kirshen, 2001). Despite

the use of the vulnerability construct outside of the climate circles

its critical relevance to evaluate potential trade‐offs and synergies

still lacks empirical demonstrations. In particular, it is all too often

between various interventions, the generic/specific framing in as‐

assumed that any action targeting a particular source of vulnerability

sessments of vulnerability to non‐climatic stressors and natural re‐

will invariably contribute to vulnerability reduction. However, this

source management has remained largely unexplored.

omits the possibility that, depending on socio‐economic conditions,

To address this gap, we investigate multiple vulnerabilities in re‐

structural factors, and the specific stressors at stake, different fea‐

lation to Chilean fisher unions, which are considered as one of the

tures can have different implications for vulnerability. The climate

world's first artisanal fisheries co‐managed at the national level, but

vulnerability literature points to two forms, or facets, of vulnerability

which are critically undermined by two key non‐climatic stressors:
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poaching and market forces. Indeed, costs associated with surveil‐

al., 2010). This system provides fisher unions with exclusive rights

lance and poaching, and resource price fluctuation, which were

to exploit marine resources in geographically defined management

perceived as the two most important problems by fishers (Gelcich

areas, but also to access to the sea, land boats and construct certain

et al., 2017), highlight the pressing need for tackling these issues in

buildings on the coastline (Gelcich, Edwards‐Jones, & Kaiser, 2005).

order to improve management. Using a combination of market data

Resources harvested from the TURFs are subject to total allowable

and 446 semi‐structured interviews with leaders and fishers from

catch defined by the government, and unions are accountable for

42 unions, we examined the associations between generic and spe‐

the stock assessments. While TURFs can provide the conditions

cific facets of vulnerability in the context of poaching and markets.

for long term sustainability in Chile (Castilla, 2010; Gelcich, Godoy,

Specifically, we asked three linked research questions that are criti‐

Prado, & Castilla, 2008; Gelcich, Martínez‐Harms, Tapia‐Lewin,

cal for informed decision‐making: (a) Does generic capacity building

Vasquez‐Lavin, & Ruano‐Chamorro, 2019), a number of challenges

translate into specific adaptive capacity? (b) Does specific adaptive

remain (Figure 1).

capacity lead to direct adaptive action that reduces exposure? and

Perhaps the most salient and persistent challenge relates to

(c) Does building adaptive capacity to one stressor increase vulner‐

poaching and enforcement costs within TURFs, which is considered

ability to the other? Our overarching goal is to move towards more

as a widespread problem by unionized fishers across Chile (Gelcich

robust and empirically grounded vulnerability‐based management

et al., 2005; ). Illegal fishing within TURFs concerns free riders who

approaches in the context of non‐climatic stressors, and more gen‐

are not part of the union (external poaching), but also union mem‐

erally to stimulate thinking on how concepts from the climate litera‐

bers (internal poaching) that engage in resource extraction under

ture can inform natural resource management.

the minimum legal size, beyond quota limits or during fishing clo‐
sures (Oyanedel, Keim, Castilla, & Gelcich, 2018). Internal poaching

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS

is overseen by the unions themselves, which monitor, apprehend
and apply penalties to members that infringe federal management
and collectively agreed‐upon internal rules. Enforcing external

2.1 | Case study

poaching, on the other hand, involves a two‐tier scheme in which

The Chilean artisanal fleet lands more than 50% of overall marine

unionized fishers notify the government agencies of any observed

resources in the country. A subset of the artisanal fleet composed

breaches, with the latter being responsible for apprehending and pe‐

by approximately 35,000 fishers operates a Territorial Use Rights

nalizing poachers. In practice, most of the high economic and social

for Fisheries (TURF) system, possibly one of the best examples of a

costs associated with poaching prevention are shifted to the fishers,

nationwide implementation of co‐management principles (Gelcich et

which combined with a weak enforcement agency and sanctioning

(a)

F I G U R E 1 Many artisanal fishing
communities in Chile are organized
into unions through Territorial Use
Rights for Fisheries (TURF) (a). Poaching
within TURFs from union members
and outsiders, however, represents a
significant challenge to the sustainable
management of the resources (b). The
majority of catch is landed for sale to
markets, which makes selling prices
tightly linked to market fluctuations (c).
The vulnerability of fisher unions to these
two key stressors ultimately depends on
their exposure, sensitivity and adaptive
capacity

(b)

(c)
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system, can lead to ineffective enforcement that ultimately under‐

The IPCC framework describes vulnerability broadly in terms of

mines TURF outcomes and fishers livelihood (Gelcich et al., 2012).

exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. These three sweeping

Design principles for community‐based natural resource manage‐

concepts—or dimensions—are useful because they encompass the

ment suggest that conflict resolution mechanisms, clear bound‐

broad diversity of entities and stressors that may be considered in

aries and graduated sanctions represent an effective response to

a vulnerability assessment (Tonmoy, El‐Zein, & Hinkel, 2014). Each

poaching (Cox, Arnold, & Villamayor, 2010; Ostrom, 1990). Empirical

dimension is however multifaceted and potentially context‐specific.

work in Chilean artisanal fishing communities also highlighted the

Therefore, most evaluations further break down each first‐tier

pivotal role of surveillance effort, involvement of union members in

variables (the dimensions) into second‐tier variables, here called

monitoring, and communication with government agencies as key

domains (Carpenter & Brock, 2004; Cinner et al., 2018; Marshall,

adaptation pathways to poaching at the union‐level (Davis, Kragt,

Fenton, Marshall, & Sutton, 2007; Marshall & Marshall, 2007). The

Gelcich, Burton, et al., 2015; 2015; Gelcich et al., 2017; Oyanedel

domains are the features of the system's Dimension that are most

et al., 2018).

critical to conferring vulnerability in the particular context of the

Another pervasive stressor is market forces. Chilean artisanal

study. They are heuristics that help practitioners organize their in‐

fisheries are typically based on high‐value species, 95% of which

quiries of vulnerability and, while there are no ‘correct’ domains, it

are sold to markets. As a consequence, prices for most resources

is crucial that they fit the context of the study, and are anchored in

are directly coupled with the international seafood trades (Castilla,

relevant theories. Bellow, we describe each dimension and associ‐

Espinosa, Yamashiro, Melo, & Gelcich, 2016; Defeo et al., 2016) and

ated domains and facets (generic vs. stressor‐specific) with a focus

may easily increase or decrease threefold from one year to another,

on situations relevant to natural resource management and non‐cli‐

depending on global market conditions. High market price volatil‐

mate stressors.

ity directly exposes fishers to the inconsistency of new markets and

In its most broad sense, the Exposure dimension assesses the

demand and often coincides with exposition to unmanageable price

magnitude, frequency, duration and/or extent in which people are

fluctuations, ultimately impacting fishers’ income (Béné & Doyen,

in contact with, or subject to, a particular stressor (Kasperson et al.,

2000; Crona et al., 2016). In addition, fishers typically have a choice

2005). Therefore, exposure is by essence stressor‐specific. People

between transporting their catches to the nearest marketplace, and

can be exposed to stressors in a direct manner, for example in the

selling them to middlemen who travel between unions and markets.

case of earthquakes, diseases or fire risk. In most cases relevant to

For remote unions, uncertainty about market prices is usually high

natural resource management, however, stressors are considered via

and middlemen may take advantage of fishers’ ignorance over mar‐

their impact on one or more elements linking ecosystems to users’

ket prices and extract a rent from them by offering very low prices

well‐being (Daw et al., 2016). In our case for example, exposure to

for their catch. The linkages between the fishery and global trade

poaching, which includes all forms of illegal fishing within TURFs,

can also result in strong and persistent price drops that can signifi‐

does not affect fishers directly but instead alters the condition of the

cantly influence benefits union members get from their TURF. For

resource fishers depend upon. Likewise, market price variability may

example, Chilean export prices of key TURF species such as the loco

affect fishers’ well‐being indirectly via impacts on the benefits (i.e.

(Concholepas concholepas) have dropped considerably following the

income) fishers derive from catch sell.

development of aquaculture farming for the abalone (Haliotis spp.),

The Sensitivity dimension captures the set of conditions and

a substitute species in the global market (Castilla et al., 2016). In re‐

characteristics that mediate people's propensity to be influenced by

sponse to market changes, and although long‐ and short‐term prices

the Exposure (Bousquet et al., 2015). When exposure involves a di‐

fluctuations are decoupled from direct local management practices,

rect pathway, sensitivity is not separable from exposure and is thus

unions can invest in various strategies to reduce their exposure to

stressor‐specific (Smit & Wandel, 2006). For example, sensitivity to

markets impacts. For instance, they may diversify catch and gear

earthquakes, diseases or fire exposure are not determined by the

to adapt their catch to price changes (Aguilera et al., 2015; Cline et

same features. When stressors affect people indirectly via impacts

al., 2017; Defeo et al., 2016), improve communications with market‐

on the chain linking ecosystems to human well‐being (Daw et al.,

places (Jacinto & Pomeroy, 2011), and develop trust and reciprocity

2016), sensitivity is primarily determined by the degree to which

with the middlemen to increase their bargaining power when selling

people rely upon this chain (Daw et al., 2016; Depietri, 2019; Thiault

products (Pomeroy & Andrew, 2011; Ponte, Raakjaer, & Campling,

et al., 2018b), or ecosystem services dependency. Dependency is

2007).

multifaceted and, depending on the focus of the study, may include
nutritional, economic, social, cultural, psychological domains, or a

2.2 | Conceptualizing social vulnerability in natural
resource management

combination of those (Marshall et al., 2017; Selig et al., 2019). Where
is the appropriate place to draw the line between Sensitivity that is
generic or stressor‐specific? This needs to be defined with reference

To evaluate fisher unions’ vulnerability to markets and poaching,

to the scope of research being undertaken: a broad perspective on

we used the vulnerability framework developed in the IPCC’s Third

vulnerability would consider sensitivity as stressor‐specific (for ex‐

(IPCC, 2001) and Fourth (IPCC, 2007) Assessment Reports using

ample, markets and poaching could be considered separate stress‐

a top‐down/quantitative approach (Brugère & De Young, 2015).

ors and thus sensitivity could be specific to each). Alternatively, a
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2.3 | Operationalizing social vulnerability to
poaching and markets

human well‐being), respectively (Allison et al., 2009; Cinner et al.,

In the context of this study, fisher unions’ vulnerabilities to poaching

2013, 2012; Hughes et al., 2012; Islam, Sallu, Hubacek, & Paavola,

and markets entails stressor‐specific exposure, generic sensitivity,

2014; Marshall, Marshall, & Abdulla, 2009; Thiault et al., 2018b). In

and generic and specific adaptive capacity (Figure 2).

our case, we adopt the latter perspective, and treat sensitivity as

We operationalized vulnerability (Figure 2) using measurable in‐

generic to the two stressors we examine (because they both occur

dicators collected in 2014 as part of a socio‐economic survey con‐

through the same impact pathway), but these would clearly not be

ducted in 42 Chilean fisher unions engaged with the TURF regime.

generic to other categories of stressors such as earthquakes.

Overall, our study area covers all 12 coastal regions between Arica

The Adaptive capacity dimension captures people's ability to con‐

(North) and Los Lagos (South), spanning a 2,700 km coastline where

front or address changes by mitigating, coping with, and recovering

most unions concentrate (Gelcich et al., 2017). In each study site, we

from the potential impact (i.e. the combination of exposure and sen‐

conducted two different types of semi‐structured interviews to cap‐

sitivity) of a stressor. At the community level, adaptive capacity has

ture union‐scale (where there exists only one value per fisher union)

both generic and specific facets (Eakin, Lemos, et al., 2014; Lemos,

and individual‐scale (where there are different observations for each

Lo, Nelson, Eakin, & Bedran‐Martins, 2016) that can be reflected in

fisher) information. For the union‐scale aspects, we interviewed one

five key domains (Cinner et al., 2013): The flexibility domain captures

leader of each fisher union (n = 42). For the individual‐scale aspects,

the opportunities that communities have for switching between ad‐

we targeted a random sample of 10 fishermen from these unions.

aptation strategies, while the agency domain reflects their ability to

The number was achieved in 39 unions but only seven and three

have free choice in responding to change. To adapt, people can also

fishers were respectively surveyed in two and one unions as fishers

draw upon individually owned and public goods such as financial,

were unwilling to participate in one union and overall number of fish‐

technological, and service resources; these are captured in the assets

ers actively working in the other union constrained sample size. A

domain. The organization domain captures the formal and informal

total of 407 complete individual surveys were obtained. Both ques‐

ways in which individuals are organized to enable cooperation, col‐

tionnaires included multiple choice questions, ranking exercises and

lective action, and knowledge sharing, and reflects trust and social

Likert‐type scale responses, and were conducted in Spanish by four

cohesion within the community. Finally, the learning domain assesses

trained interviewers. All interviews were recorded anonymously

people's capacity to generate, absorb, and process new information

with free and prior informed consent. Participants were informed

about current and future stressors, adaptation options, and ways to

of the research objectives and use of data, and were given contact

live with and manage change.

information as well as the option not to answer any question or leave

F I G U R E 2 IPCC’s vulnerability framework adapted for our multi‐stressor assessment in the context of natural resource management.
Here, exposure refers to the extent to which a fisher union is subject to a stressor and sensitivity refers to the fishers’ dependency on the
ecosystem services for livelihood. Adaptive capacity refers to their ability to confront changes by mitigating, coping with, and recovering
from exposure and sensitivity, and has both generic and specific facets. Note that we narrowly consider sensitivity as generic since, in our
context, stressors affect people via the same impact pathway. One might consider sensitivity as specific if exposure involves unique impact
pathways. Yellow: market‐specific; blue: poaching‐specific; red: generic
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the survey when they wished. The study and its methodology were
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2016; McDowell & Hess, 2012; Nelson, Lemos, Eakin, & Lo, 2016;

approved by the Pontificia Universidad Católica Ethics Committee

Roncoli et al., 2001). Such design enables to compare how facets

(reference 150730011). In addition to interviews, we obtained mar‐

changed following a disaster or an intervention targeting a particular

ket data from the Chilean Undersecretary of Fisheries (SUBPESCA),

facet. In our case, however, it was not feasible to identify a strict “be‐

which consisted of monthly species prices and landings between

fore” period given the long history of many fisher unions (Gelcich et al.,

January 2005 and January 2015 at the national‐ and union‐level,

2017), the long‐lasting manifestation of poaching and market forces,

respectively.

and the absence of policy interventions specifically designed to tackle

Together, interviews and market data provided quantitative infor‐

these issues. Our study design however includes a range of fisher un‐

mation on 17 theoretically‐ and empirically grounded indicators that

ions with different local socio‐economic arrangements (Gelcich et al.,

inferred indirectly on various domains of generic and specific facets

2017) that may lead to a variety of vulnerability configurations. This

of vulnerability dimensions (Table 1 and Supporting Information).

heterogeneity may in turn unveil how various configurations of vul‐

When possible, several indicators were used to depict particular do‐

nerability facets can or cannot co‐occur. Drawing on generalized ideas

mains in order to reduce the effect of potential mismeasurement and

about adaptation and vulnerability to climate change, we identified

triangulate more accurate values. For sensitivity, we were only able

three concerns that could potentially hinder vulnerability‐based man‐

to capture the economic dependency domain with a single indicator.

agement in natural resource management settings (Table 2).

We were able to include the five domains of generic facets of adap‐

The first concern relates to the interplay between generic and

tive capacity with one or two indicators each. We only incorporated

specific adaptive capacities. Indeed, the two facets of adaptive ca‐

domains of specific adaptive capacity for which we had empirical ev‐

pacity can sometimes be mutually exclusive (Lemos et al., 2013). In

idence. These include the role of assets such as support for surveil‐

our fisheries context, this trade‐off situation may for instance occur

lance (Arias, Pressey, Jones, Álvarez‐Romero, & Cinner, 2016; Davis,

if, in response to markets exposure (i.e. lower or highly volatile reve‐

Kragt, Gelcich, Schilizzi, et al., 2015; Oyanedel et al., 2018) and or‐

nue from landings), unions rely too much on generic adaptive capacity

ganization through graduated sanctions to adapt to poaching (Cox et

(e.g. assets, social safety nets, etc.) and do not develop stressor‐spe‐

al., 2010; Ostrom, 1990), as well as flexibility and organization via in‐

cific adaptive capacity that would help them altering exposure more

creased gear diversity and collective bargaining power, respectively,

directly (e.g. improving bargaining power and gear diversity to nego‐

to respond to market changes (Béné, Macfadyen, & Allison, 2007;

tiate better selling prices with the middlemen and adapt their catch

Cline et al., 2017; Matsue, Daw, & Garrett, 2014).

composition to market demand, respectively). In such a case, spe‐

Each of the 17 indicators was standardized to a scale ranging

cific and generic adaptive capacities would be associated negatively.

from 0 (minimum possible value) to 1 (maximum possible value) fol‐

Conversely, adaptive capacity may also involve a co‐dependent, or

lowing Gustafson et al., (2016). We aggregated indicators using the

synergistic association between generic capacity and its specific

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal

counterpart (Brooks, Adger, & Kelly, 2005; Lemos et al., 2013; 2016),

Solution; Tzeng & Huang, 2011) method. We used a hierarchical

for instance if generic adaptive capacity is channelled effectively to

weighting scheme designed so that (a) each dimension contributes

build specific adaptive capacity. This would be reflected here by a

equally to vulnerability and (b) the relative contribution of each in‐

positive relationship between generic and specific capacities.

dicator to each dimension depends on the total number of such in‐

The second concern relates to the case where specific adaptive

dicators analysed under a particular domain nested in a particular

capacity does not lead to direct adaptive action. Fisher unions with

facet (Table 1; see Figure S1 for illustration of the weighting scheme).

high specific adaptive capacity have the means to directly alter

We analysed unions’ vulnerability to poaching and markets at two

their exposure, because they are both operators and receptors of

aggregation levels: at the facet‐level (i.e. generic adaptive capacity

their adaptive actions (Eisenack & Stecker, 2012). Just like in the

and sensitivity, specific exposure and adaptive capacity to poaching

example of markets above where gear diversity and bargaining

and specific exposure and adaptive capacity to markets) and at the

power may enable fishers to reduce the effect of markets on their

overall vulnerability‐level (i.e. vulnerability to poaching and vulner‐

livelihood, fishers can potentially mobilize poaching‐specific adap‐

ability to markets). This yielded facet‐ and overall vulnerability‐level

tive capacity (e.g. increase surveillance effort and use graduated

scores for each fisher union which we finally standardized between

sanctions) to reduce their exposure to poaching (e.g. reduced illegal

0 (lowest possible score) and 1 (highest possible score) for ease of

fishing from outsiders and insiders, respectively). In this case, spe‐

interpretation. See Supporting Information for full details on aggre‐

cific adaptive capacity to a stressor would be negatively associated

gation and weighting methods.

with exposure to that same stressor. However, adaptation barri‐
ers and missing ‘mobilizing factors’ may prevent adaptive capacity
to translate into actual adaptive action (Adger & Barnett, 2009;

2.4 | Examining interactions among
vulnerability facets

Eisenack & Stecker, 2012). For instance, even with the best adap‐

Previous studies exploring the interactions between generic and spe‐

to adapt, or may not employ it effectively enough to markedly alter

tive capacity available, fisher unions may fail to perceive the need

cific facets of vulnerability have tended to focus on few study sites

their exposure. This would create a positive or neutral relationship

using in‐depth longitudinal data (Belliveau et al., 2006; Lemos et al.,

between specific adaptive capacity and exposure to the stressor.
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TA B L E 1 Rationale and source of the indictors used to operationalize vulnerability dimensions, facets and domains of fisher unions in the
context of market volatility and poaching
Weight
Increases (+) or
decreases (−)
vulnerability

Facet
(stressor)

Domain

Indicator

Rationale

Source

Exposure

Specific
(poaching)

Exposure to
poaching

Internal
poaching

Poaching by union members may occur in various
forms: resource extraction under the minimum size;
exceeding quota limits or fishing during
closures (Oyanedel et al., 2018).

Union
leaders

0.5 (+)

Exposure

Specific
(poaching)

Exposure to
poaching

External
poaching

Fishers who are not part of the union may engage in
illegal fishing within a union's TURF (Davis, Kragt,
Gelcich, Burton, et al., 2015; Davis, Kragt, Gelcich,
Schilizzi, et al., 2015).

Union
leaders

0.5 (+)

Exposure

Specific
(markets)

Exposure
to market
forces

Landed value
trend

Progressive reduction of market prices affects the
National
catch's long‐term value of the species targeted, and
Fishery
thus undermines fishers’ livelihood through reduced Service
income (Castilla et al., 2016).

0.5 (+)

Exposure

Specific
(markets)

Exposure
to market
forces

Landed value
volatility

Shorter‐term market price changes can be a boon
for income generation, but predominately coincide
with exposition to unmanageable price fluctuations
(Crona et al., 2016), ultimately impacting the liveli‐
hood of resource users (Béné & Doyen, 2000).

National
Fishery
Service

0.5 (+)

Sensitivity

Generic

Livelihood
dependency

Dependency on
fishing

For communities directly reliant on ecosystem
services for livelihood, resource dependency is
a critical determinant of communities’ sensitiv‐
ity to environmental change (Marshall, Marshall,
& Abdulla, 2009; 2017; Daw et al., 2016). People
whose livelihood depends on the ecosystem are
more likely to be harmed if the chain linking eco‐
system to their livelihood (e.g. ecosystem condition,
good, value) is undermined by a stressor.

Fishers

1 (+)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Learning

Education

Fishers
Universal primary and secondary education is key
to adapt to various stressors, including droughts,
tsunami, storms and climate change (Lutz, Muttarak,
& Striessnig, 2014; Muttarak & Lutz, 2014).

0.1 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Flexibility

Occupational
multiplicity

People with multiple livelihood activities can mini‐
mize losses by shifting into different occupational
sectors, either temporarily or permanently, in
response to exposure (Allison & Ellis, 2001; Cinner
& Bodin, 2010; Torell et al., 2017).

Fishers

0.1 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Assets

Infrastructure

Can inform on the community‐scale socio‐economic
development and thus reflects the unions’ ability to
access particular goods and services necessary to
adapt (Aguilera et al., 2015; Cinner et al., 2009).

Union
leaders

0.05 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Assets

Material style
of life

Reflects the fishers’ relative wealth or social status
within the community (Pollnac & Crawford, 2000),
and thus their ability to access particular goods and
services to adapt.

Fishers

0.05 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Organization

Trust

Agreeing on coordinated action to respond to
numerous stressors requires trust between the
community members (Matera, 2016).

Fishers

0.05 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Organization

Social capital

Social cohesion through sustained interaction among
groups can play a key role in whether or not people
will support each other in times of need (Gutiérrez,
Hilborn, & Defeo, 2011; Marin et al., 2012; Rosas,
Dresdner, Chávez, & Quiroga, 2014).

Fishers

0.05 (‐)

Dimension

(Continues)
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(Continued)

Facet
(stressor)

Domain

Indicator

Rationale

Source

Weight
Increases (+) or
decreases (−)
vulnerability

Adaptive
capacity

Generic

Agency

Involvement in
decision‐
making

Implication in decision‐making empowers union
members to trigger adaptive responses to change
through collective action and self‐organization
(Coulthard, 2012; Nenadovic, Basurto, & Weaver,
2016). Plays a central role in mobilizing other do‐
mains of generic adaptive capacity.

Fishers

0.1 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Specific
(poaching)

Organization

Graduated
sanctions

Maintaining proportionality between the severity or
the repetition of violations of community rules (i.e.
poaching) deters participants from excessive viola‐
tions while helping to maintain community
cohesion (Agrawal, 2001; Cox et al., 2010; Ostrom,
1990).

Union
leaders

0.25 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Specific
(poaching)

Assets

Surveillance
intensity

Effective monitoring within managed areas increases
the chances to identify and catch offenders (Arias
et al., 2016).

Union
leaders

0.125 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Specific
(poaching)

Assets

Support for
surveillance

Responsive and frequent action from government
agencies in regards to monitoring and apprehension
and penalization of fishers from outside the fisher
union increase the expected cost of illegal fishing
and may encourage more enforcement by union
members (Davis, Kragt, Gelcich, Schilizzi, et al.,
2015; Gelcich et al., 2017; Oyanedel et al., 2018).

Union
leaders

0.125 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Specific
(markets)

Organization

Bargaining
power

Collective bargaining power enable fishers to negoti‐
ate selling prices of their catch with the middleman,
which can help fishers minimize losses or even take
advantage of prices changes (Pomeroy & Andrew,
2011; Ponte et al., 2007).

Fishers

0.25 (−)

Adaptive
capacity

Specific
(markets)

Flexibility

Gear diversity

High gear diversity reflects a union's ability to shift
target species on both short‐ and long‐terms, which
is key to adapt to market price volatility and drops
(Aguilera et al., 2015; Béné et al., 2007; Cline et al.,
2017; Matsue et al., 2014).

Fishers

0.25 (−)

Dimension

Indicators obtained from the fishers’ survey were averaged at the organization level. Weight refers to the weight given to each indicator when
used to calculate each dimension, which have a cumulative weight score of one. Indicators and weights are described in detail in the Supporting
Information.

The third potential concern we examined relates to maladap‐

trade‐offs. Note that although capacity building to one stressor

tation, and describes the case where building adaptive capacity

may also increase sensitivity to other stressors (Bacon et al., 2017;

to one stressor increases vulnerability to another stressor (Adger

Belliveau et al., 2006; Roncoli et al., 2001), we did not consider

& Barnett, 2009; Barnett & O’Neill, 2010). This may occur if ca‐

this scenario because sensitivity is here generic and does not vary

pacity building targeting one specific stressor crowds out capacity

between stressors (Figure 2).

building targeting another (Barnett et al., 2015; Barnett & O’Neill,

We examined these three challenges by quantifying the direction

2010) or increases exposure to that other stressor (Eakin, 2005).

and strength of their relationships between the relevant facets. We

In our case, fisher unions may for instance choose to invest in spe‐

used pairwise Spearman rank correlations with p‐values adjusted for

cific capacity to address poaching, but this may be at the expense

multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction. This correlative

of the development of specific adaptive capacity and/or exposure

approach works under the assumption that other broad factors shap‐

reduction to markets due to limited time, resources or competing

ing social vulnerability are held constant across the study area (Smit &

concerns. Such maladaptation scenario would be reflected here

Wandel, 2006). This assumption is reasonable considering that fisher

by a negative association between specific adaptive capacities

unions are ruled under the same governance framework (Gelcich et

and/or a positive association between specific adaptive capacity

al., 2010) and that the effects of other socio‐economic (e.g. global

to one stressor and exposure to the other. The direction of asso‐

trade) or environmental stressors (e.g. ENSO) remain evenly distrib‐

ciations would be reversed if synergies were involved instead of

uted along the Chilean coast (Sielfeld, Laudien, Vargas, & Villegas,
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(Table 1). Additionally, fisher unions that scored high in specific adap‐
tive capacity to markets tended to also have high exposure to mar‐
kets (ρ = 0.43; p‐value = .024) and high adaptive capacity to poaching

Concerns

Expected associations

(ρ = .49; p‐value = .006). We found no significant association between

Building generic adaptive
capacity prevents (or does
not translate into) specific
capacity building

• Generic adaptive capacity related
negatively to specific adaptive
capacity

value = 1). We examined how different indicator weightings affected

Building specific adaptive
capacity does not trans‐
late into direct adaptive
action

• Specific adaptive capacity to
stressor A not or positively associ‐
ated with exposure to stressor A

Specific adaptive capacity
to one stressor increases
vulnerability to another
stressor

• Specific adaptive capacity to
stressor A negatively related
to specific adaptive capacity to
stressor B
• Specific adaptive capacity to
stressor A negatively associated
with exposure to stressor B

exposure and specific adaptive capacity to poaching (ρ = −0.002; p‐
the relationships between the different facets of vulnerability, and
found they had little impact on the direction and significance of the
correlations (Figure 4), providing high confidence in the results de‐
rived from the original weighting scheme (Table 1).
Despite the positive relationships among various facets of vul‐
nerability, the overall vulnerability of fisher unions to one stressor
was not necessarily related to the vulnerability to the other stressor
(ρ = 0.31; p‐value = .05; Figure 5). Social vulnerability was unevenly
distributed with no evident spatial pattern and a high range of varia‐
tion across fisher unions, regardless of the stressor considered.

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
2010; Thiel et al., 2007), and thus have negligible impact on expo‐
sure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity variation across unions.

When applied to natural resource management, vulnerability as‐

2.5 | Robustness analysis

management interventions are best fitted to maximize outcomes.

sessments can help practitioners target where particular policy and
Vulnerability assessments that incorporate a generic/specific framing

To test the robustness of our analyses and account for uncertainty

are particularly useful because they enable practitioners to explicitly

in our weighting scheme, we recalculated facet‐level scores and pair‐

evaluate trade‐offs or synergies between diverse intervention options

wise correlations between facets 1,000 times with combinations of

(Eakin, Lemos, et al., 2014; Lemos et al., 2013; Nelson et al., 2016).

weight values randomly drawn from a uniform distribution bound

Here, we work towards integration of this key notion into the context

by the original weight values (Table 1) ± 20%, and then recorded the

of non‐climatic stressors associated to natural resource management.

number of times a significant correlation at ⍺ = 0.05 was observed.
All analyses were performed using the R statistical software (R
Core Team, 2017).

Insights from the climate adaptation literature suggest that vul‐
nerability should be reduced by jointly addressing structural (i.e. ge‐
neric) and stressor‐specific facets. However, addressing one could
potentially undermine the other (Eakin, Lemos, et al., 2014; Lemos

3 | R E S U LT S

et al., 2013; Nelson et al., 2016). Here, we found a positive rela‐
tionship between generic and stressor‐specific adaptive capacities.
This suggests that far from being mutually exclusive, these two fac‐

Exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacities varied substantially

ets can be closely and positively interdependent. Some generic el‐

across study sites and from one stressor to the other. Exposure to

ements of adaptive capacity may contribute to the development of

poaching ranged from total compliance to total non‐compliance with

stressor‐specific adaptive capacity. This may also explain the absence

rules (Figures 3 and 4). Exposure to markets was also heterogeneous

of trade‐offs between specific adaptive capacities to markets and

across unions, with some experiencing stable (low monthly variability)

poaching, respectively. Livelihoods diversification programs (Torell,

and sometimes increasing market prices and others—especially those

McNally, Crawford, & Majubwa, 2017), approaches to poverty allevi‐

located in the North—volatile and decreasing prices (Figures 3 and 4).

ation (Allison & Ellis, 2001), investments in infrastructure and mate‐

About 85% (n = 36) and 45% (n = 19) of fisher unions scored lower than

rial assets (McClanahan et al., 2008), or social capital building (Cinner

0.5 in specific adaptive capacity to markets and poaching, respectively.

et al., 2018; Marin, Gelcich, Castilla, & Berkes, 2012) are among the

Curanipe, Los Molles and Maitencillo had the highest level of generic

options available to policymakers to directly lower people's sensitiv‐

adaptive capacity because they scored high in all of the five domains,

ity and enhance certain domains of generic adaptive capacity.

while San Marcos, Carrizal Bajo and Puertecillo scored low in most do‐

Despite the presence of shared (i.e. generic) facets and their

mains, particularly in Learning and Organization (Figure 3 and Figure S2).

positive associations with their specific counterpart, we found no

The facet‐level analysis highlighted strong positive associa‐

association between vulnerability to poaching and vulnerability

tions between generic and specific adaptive capacity (ρ = 0.77;

to markets. Hence, lowering vulnerability to multiple stressors re‐

p‐value <.001 for markets, and ρ = 0.74; p‐value <.001 for poach‐

quires developing portfolios of interventions that not only target

ing), although they have been estimated with different indicators

generic facets, but also focus on specific ones. Doing so, however,
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F I G U R E 3 Variation in specific and
generic facets of vulnerability to markets
and poaching across the 42 fisher
unions sampled along the Chilean coast.
Saturated colours indicate major sources
of vulnerability and may include specific
facets of vulnerability to poaching (blue),
specific vulnerability to markets (yellow),
generic facets of vulnerability (red), or a
combination of these. Cutoff value = 0.5
on each rescaled facet value (0–1)

may run the risk that interventions to reduce vulnerability to one

Edwards‐Jones, Kaiser, & Castilla, 2006). Our finding that high spe‐

stressor inadvertently increase the exposure to other stressors

cific adaptive capacity to one stressor was not associated with high

(Bacon et al., 2017; Belliveau et al., 2006; Finkbeiner et al., 2017;

exposure to the other suggests that trade‐offs across stressor‐spe‐

McDowell & Hess, 2012; Roncoli et al., 2001). Support for this

cific interventions may not be involved, or may be present but not

narrative is not confined to discussions on climate change. The

exert substantial effects. However, our analysis solely focuses on

resource management literature highlights that, in some cases,

two stressors and therefore neglects other potential maladapta‐

interventions may generate unintended new exposure to a vari‐

tion pathways. Indeed, interventions tailored to address problems

ety of demographic (e.g. in‐migration, gentrification), health (e.g.

in one context may not only increase exposure to other stressors,

acute diseases, injuries, or emotional distress) and cultural drivers

but could also trigger unforeseen negative consequences in other

(e.g. shifts in traditional practices and organization) (Aswani et al.,

systems (e.g. marine resource), sectors (e.g. tourism) or social

2018; Bennett, Blythe, Tyler, & Ban, 2016; Christie, 2004; Gelcich,

groups (e.g. non‐unionized fishers) (Finkbeiner et al., 2017). A more
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F I G U R E 4 Associations between the generic and specific facets of vulnerability to poaching and markets in Chilean fisher unions
(n=42). Spearman correlation coefficients (ρ) show the strength of the relation between two facets. Where a statistically significant
association exists (p‐value <.05), the numbers and relationships are shown in dark grey; where an association is not statistically significant,
the relationships are shown as a lighter shade of grey. The percentage of time correlations were significant using alternative weighting
schemes are also reported, with high values indicating strong cases for significant correlations. Asterisks (*) indicate where associations were
expected (Table 2)
integrative understanding of trade‐offs will enable vulnerability as‐

Users are thus simultaneously considered as the ‘exposure unit’ (i.e.

sessments to more fully inform management and avoid maladaptive

they are the ones exposed to the stressor), the operators (i.e. they

strategies (Barnett & O’Neill, 2010).

are the ones that can exercise the response by mobilizing adaptive

By design, the vulnerability framework as used in the natural re‐

capacity) and the receptors of their adaptive action (i.e. their ac‐

source management focuses on the interactions between resource

tions can improve their own situation by reducing their exposure)

users and stressors that can be altered by users themselves, at least

(Eisenack & Stecker, 2012). This straightforward case, where adap‐

to some extent (Thiault et al., 2018b; Tilley & López‐Angarita, 2016).

tations are manifestations of adaptive capacity and represent direct
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F I G U R E 5 Biplot of Chilean fisher
unions’ social vulnerability to poaching (y‐
axis) and markets (x‐axis) stressors. Colour
gradient represents unions vulnerable to
either poaching (blue; top‐left), markets
(yellow; bottom‐right), or both stressors
(maroon; top‐right)

ways of reducing exposure, means that examining their interactions

further research is warranted to identify these barriers in the specific

can provide insights into the theoretical assumption that capacity

context of Chilean artisanal fisheries, possible avenues for market‐re‐

translates to action (Mortreux & Barnett, 2017).

lated management interventions may include environmental certifi‐

Our results suggest that policy and management interventions

cation and eco‐labelling to stabilize demand and market prices, and

focusing solely on capacity building may be only partly effective at

increase catch value (Roheim, Asche, & Insignares, 2011). Improved

lowering exposure to non‐climate stressors. Indeed, the absence

trade and markets information systems may also help fishers bet‐

of negative association between specific adaptive capacity and ex‐

ter anticipate price changes. Interventions fostering adaptation to

posure—regardless of the stressor considered—suggests that high

poaching may include refined spatial design and clear boundaries to

specific adaptive capacity does not automatically lead to effective

help avoid accidental poaching (Day et al., 2012), while enforcement

exposure reduction. In fact, specific adaptive capacity and expo‐

subsidies (Sumaila, Lam, Le Manach, Swartz, & Pauly, 2016), train‐

sure were positively related in the context of markets, meaning that

ing programs (Akella & Cannon, 2004), and communication to union

unions with the highest gear diversity and bargaining power tended

members about the benefits of enforcing and complying with the

to be more exposed to unfavourable markets conditions. Since fish‐

rules (Davis, Kragt, Gelcich, Schilizzi, et al., 2015) could help change

ers recognize the importance of markets variability on their activity

norms and foster voluntary compliance (Bergseth, Gurney, Barnes,

(Gelcich et al., 2017), the fact that fisher's unions with high capacity

Arias, & Cinner, 2018). Oyanedel et al. (2018) also stressed the impor‐

do not lower effectively their exposure might suggest that some

tance, in Chile, of improving the reporting processes to ensure effec‐

mobilizing factors are lacking (Mortreux & Barnett, 2017). The ab‐

tive responses from government agencies when illegal activities are

sence of relationship between poaching‐specific adaptive capacity

reported and improve the sentiment of self‐efficacy among fishers.

and exposure is also likely the result of underlying inhibiting factors

As we used here a framework initially developed for assessing

related to risk appraisal and self‐efficacy (Oyanedel et al., 2018). In

vulnerability to climate change, we adapted the socio‐economic

has been shown in other contexts that what hinders adaptation ac‐

indicators to ensure they capture well the vulnerability domains

tions is not just a lack of adaptive capacity (Adger & Barnett, 2009;

related to our natural resource management case study. While the

Adger et al., 2009; Barnett et al., 2015; Eisenack & Stecker, 2012;

domains of exposure and adaptive capacity are well represented

IPCC, 2007; Smit & Wandel, 2006).

here, cultural and psychological domains of sensitivity are not be‐

In order to foster communities’ adaptation actions, policy and

cause they are difficult to capture in an objective and quantitative

management should target interventions aimed not only at building

manner across a large range of fisher's communities. More subjec‐

adaptive capacity but also at removing adaptation barriers. Although

tive (Jones, 2018; Tschakert, 2007) or more culturally‐grounded
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request at www.sernapesca.cl. Survey data are available from the

different results and, in particular, reveal new trade‐offs. In ad‐

Dryad Digital Repository https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.57qv82g

dition, since the boundaries between generic and specific aspects

(Thiault et al., 2019).

of vulnerability may be less clear cut than assumed here (Adger &
Vincent, 2005; Eakin & Lemos, 2006; Metcalf et al., 2015; Tol &
Yohe, 2007), synergies or trade‐offs may occur not only between

ORCID

facets but also among domains and across scales and systems

Lauric Thiault

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5572-7632

(Adger, 2003; Cinner et al., 2018; Engle & Lemos, 2010). More re‐

Stefan Gelcich

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5976-9311

search is needed to: (a) better integrate biocultural and in‐depth
qualitative approaches into vulnerability assessments; (b) better

Joshua E. Cinner

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2675-9317

understand how the interactions among various interventions ul‐

Sebastian Tapia‐Lewin

timately affect social vulnerability; (c) reliably identify the barriers

Joachim Claudet

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5791-7977

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6295-1061

and limitations to local adaptive actions.
Our study highlights how distinguishing generic from specific
facets of vulnerability provides a useful entry point to evaluate di‐
verse trade‐offs and synergies in natural resource management. It
illustrates how the vulnerability framework can inform place‐based
strategies to address important resource management challenges.
Thus, this approach may be particularly relevant to inform the on‐
going shift towards polycentric management of marine resources.
Replication of this approach to other settings and stressors will
strengthen our understanding of the mechanisms facilitating or un‐
dermining management interventions, which will help practitioners
better navigate the many stressors that increasingly threaten re‐
source dependent communities around the world.
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